
 
 

 

October 1, 2020 

 

By Email: brian.golden@boston.gov; kathleen.theoharides@mass.gov 

 

Brian Golden, Director 

Boston Planning & Development Agency 

 

Kathleen Theoharides, Secretary 

Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs 

 

Re: The Pinnacle at Central Wharf Article 80 PNF and MEPA ENF (EEA No. 16247)  

 

Dear Director Golden & Secretary Theoharides: 

 

You may never review a single building project that more consequentially threatens the realization 

of an accessible, inclusive, and resilient waterfront public realm than Chiofaro’s proposed 

redevelopment of Boston’s Central Wharf, our home for fifty years. 

 

Not least because this central location on the downtown waterfront has been shaped by literally 

billions of public investments over the past three decades, the decisions you make must be well-

informed and thoughtfully-rendered. We offer this letter in that spirit.  

 

*** 

 

As you know, the New England Aquarium is not only one of Boston’s signature public attractions, 

we are also home to 20,000 animals, a center for marine life education and research, a rescue and 

rehabilitation operation for endangered and threatened sea turtles, and, by mission and in program, 

a steward for the blue planet, including against the challenges of climate change and sea level rise.  

 

More formally for present purposes, the Aquarium is an abutter, an “important” (per the BPDA) 

water dependent use, and the “primary” (again, per the BPDA) Special Public Destination Facility 

for the downtown waterfront, that is “therefore afforded additional protection” (per the Secretary’s 

MHP Decision) against intrusive or burdensome development. 

 

In sum, by our mission and in our program, we hold ourselves responsible to protect Central Wharf 

and the downtown waterfront of which we are a pioneering anchor. As the BPDA and the Secretary 

each recognized, we are therefore afforded express rights and protections under Chapter 91 and its 

regulations, as amplified by the MHP and the Secretary’s Decision. 

 

The Aquarium is resolute: we will assert our rights, and enforce those protections, in service of the 

public good and as compelled by our mission. 
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*** 

 

As you know from our public comments at the BPDA’s February 27th public meeting and 

September 9th virtual public meeting, and MEPA’s September 14th Virtual Consultation Session, 

the Aquarium has many concerns about Chiofaro’s proposed development.   

 

We expect to write more fully about those concerns before the comment deadline (presently, 

October 9th), providing our detailed thoughts on the inadequacy of the PNF and ENF and the 

project’s problems, in ways big and small, on virtually all of its design and programming aspects, 

and for many of its impacts on abutting and other near-by uses, traffic, and public trust resources. 

 

But, even before that, we write now to highlight a single issue – perhaps of greatest concern not 

only to the Aquarium, but to all community stakeholders and waterfront stewards.  Although less 

eye-catching than the tower’s contorted stripped classicism, and less jaw-dropping than the lack 

of substance, the thing that holds our attention: the key promise of the MHP may be neglected. 

 

The MHP pledged, in lieu of specifying the customary “requirements for public outdoor recreation 

facilities … that will establish the project site as a year-round locus of public activity,” that the 

“BPDA shall develop the Design and Use Standards for the entire downtown planning area to 

coincide with and inform the MEPA and Article 80 processes for the proposed projects at the 

Harbor Garage site and the Hook Wharf site, whichever process is initiated first.” 

 

The Aquarium felt comfortable delaying this requirement at the MHP stage, as it relied on the 

BPDA’s pledge to produce timely Design and Use Standards that would establish “exterior design 

standards that relate to buildings within … [the planning] area, especially any existing or proposed 

Special Public Destination Facility [i.e., the Aquarium] …  public amenities that fully activate the 

area … [and] water transportation facilities.” 

 

Perhaps most importantly, given the Aquarium’s mission-based focus on the blue planet, it 

expected timely Design and Use Standards that “also provide direction and guidance on making 

interior Facilit[ies] of Public Accommodation and exterior public realm areas climate resilient.” 

 

*** 

 

The Design and Use Standards are a long way from being developed: the BPDA has just recently 

(August 31st) released a request for proposals for consulting services; it expects responsive 

submissions soon (October 2nd); and, after evaluation and selection, it anticipates six months or so 

for community engagement and consultant work. 

 

The Design and Use Standards can “inform” the Article 80 and MEPA reviews of the Central 

Wharf proposal only if they are substantially complete before the developer files its Draft PIR and 

EIR and subject to the same review and decision-making as the MHP of which they (or their 

functional equivalent) would customarily have been an integral part.   
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The PNF and the ENF propose a poorly conceived public realm design and program, as the 

developer seeks to isolate its site on a raised platform, a style not favored since Jane Jacobs battled 

Robert Moses, not seen in Boston since the razing of the West End, and not favored for robust 

climate resiliency.  Put another way, this developer needs to be informed by good planning, which 

the Design and Use Standards alone can provide, lest each of us be left to fend for ourselves. 

 

The Aquarium expects that you will hold the developer to account during review of its Draft PIR 

and EIR to provide the substance (entirely absent in the PNF and ENF) that was promised in the 

MHP.  Over and over again throughout the MHP Advisory Committee meetings, the Chiofaro 

team – and Don Chiofaro himself – pledged a “transformative” public realm; the BPDA planning 

staff ratified this commitment, with the BPDA’s MHP Supplement ultimately promising its 

“support to enable … enhancements to the public realm to be transformational.” 

 

For MEPA purposes, a project cannot proceed with review if it is not permittable.  For Chapter 91 

purposes, a nonwater-dependent use project is not permittable unless its public benefits outweigh 

its public detriments.  Here, without the Design and Use Standards, no meaningful public benefits 

have been identified; the detriments are self-evident, even from the scant information provided. 

 

*** 

 

As a consequence, the Aquarium respectfully requests that you  

 

a. not accept a Draft PIR or EIR unless and until the BPDA is able to substantially complete 

the Design and Use Standards (informed by appropriate community engagement) and the 

Secretary is able to review them as an MHP amendment (either before or, at the developer’s 

risk, coinciding with, Draft EIR review), and  

 

b. set forth, in your respective scoping documents, standards by which you will assess the 

developer’s thereafter-proposed (presumably substantially reconceived and redesigned) 

site plan and any spill-over intrusions, by the criteria of Chapter 91 and its regulations, the 

MHP, and the Design and Use Standards. 

 

We are confident that you share our interest in realizing a truly great ‘waterfront for all’ centered 

on Boston’s Central Wharf.  

 

Respectfully, 

 
Vikki N. Spruill  

President & CEO 
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cc:  Mayor Martin J. Walsh 

Priscilla Rojas, BPDA Board Chair 

Ebony DaRosa, BPDA 

Richard McGuinness, BPDA 

City Councilor Lydia Edwards 

City Councilor Edward Flynn 

City Councilor Annissa Essaibi George 

City Councilor Michael Flaherty 

City Councilor Julia Mejia 

City Councilor Michelle Wu 

John Romano, Mayor’s Office of Neighborhood Services 

Senator Joseph Boncore 

Representative Aaron Michlewitz 

Alexander Strysky, MEPA 

Commissioner Martin Suuberg, MassDEP 

Daniel Padien, Waterways/Chapter 91 Program Chief, MassDEP 

Eric Worrall, Northeast Regional Director, MassDEP 

Lisa Engler, Director, Coastal Zone Management (CZM) 

 


